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Abstract
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The proliferation of fast, dense, byte-addressable nonvolatile
memory suggests that data might be kept in pointer-rich
“in-memory” format across program runs and even process
and system crashes. For full generality, such data requires
dynamic memory allocation, and while the allocator could in
principle be “rolled into” each data structure, it is desirable
to make it a separate abstraction.
Toward this end, we introduce recoverability, a correctness
criterion for persistent allocators, together with a nonblocking allocator, Ralloc, that satisfies this criterion. Ralloc is
based on the LRMalloc of Leite and Rocha, with four key innovations: First, we persist just enough information during
normal operation to permit a garbage collection (GC) pass to
correctly reconstruct the heap in the wake of a full-system
crash. Second, we introduce the notion of filter functions,
which identify the locations of pointers within persistent
blocks to mitigate the limitations of conservative GC. Third,
we reorganize the layout of the heap to facilitate the incremental allocation of physical space. Fourth, we employ
position-independent (offset-based) pointers to allow persistent regions to be mapped at an arbitrary address.
Experiments show Ralloc to be performance-competitive
with both Makalu, the state-of-the-art lock-based persistent
allocator, and such transient allocators as LRMalloc and JEMalloc. In particular, reliance on GC and offline metadata
reconstruction allows Ralloc to pay almost nothing for persistence during normal operation.
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Introduction

Byte-addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) offers significantly higher capacity and lower energy consumption than
DRAM, with a latency penalty of less than an order of magnitude. Intriguingly, NVM also raises the possibility that applications might access persistent data directly with load and
store instructions, rather than serializing updates through
a block-structured file system. Taking advantage of persistence, however, is not a trivial exercise. If data is to be recovered after a full-system crash, the contents of NVM must
always represent a consistent logical state—ideally one that
actually arose during recent pre-crash execution [24]. Ensuring such consistency generally requires instrumentation
with explicit write-back and fence instructions, to avoid the
possibility that updated values may still reside only in the
(transient) cache when data that depend upon them have
already been written back. To avoid the need to instrument
by hand, various groups have developed persistent versions
of popular data structures [17, 37, 54, 55] as well as more
general techniques to add failure atomicity to code based on
locks [6, 23, 30], transactions [1, 10, 14, 39, 50], or both [41].
One could in principle insist that memory management
be integrated into the failure-atomic operations performed
on persistent structures, but this has the disadvantage of introducing dependences among otherwise independent structures that share the same allocator. It also imposes a level
of consistency (typically durable linearizability [24]) that is
arguably unnecessary for the allocator: we do not in general
care whether calls to malloc and free linearize so long as
no block is ever used for two purposes simultaneously or is
permanently leaked.
As in work on transactional memory [21], it is desirable to
provide malloc and free as primitives to the authors of persistent data structures. In so doing, one must consider how
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to avoid memory leaks if a crash occurs between allocating
a block and attaching it persistently to the data structure—
or between detaching and deallocating it. Intel’s Persistent
Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [41] exemplifies one possible approach, in which the allocator provides a malloc-to
operation that allocates a block and, atomically, attaches it
persistently at a specified address. A similar free-from operation breaks the last persistent pointer to a block and, atomically, returns it to the free list. HPE’s Makalu [3] exemplifies
an alternative approach, in which a traditional malloc/free
interface is supplemented with post-crash garbage collection
to recover any blocks that might have leaked.
We adopt Makalu’s approach in our work. In addition to
making it easier to port existing application code, the traditional interface allows us to eliminate write-back and fence
instructions in allocator code, and frees the programmer of
the need to keep track (in persistent memory) of nodes that
have been allocated but not yet attached to the main data
structure—perhaps because of speculation, or because they
are still being initialized.
As a correctness criterion for a persistent allocator, we
introduce the notion of recoverability. Informally, we say
an allocator is recoverable if, in the wake of post-crash recovery, it ensures that the metadata of the allocator will
indicate that all and only the “in use” blocks are allocated.
In a malloc-to/free-from allocator, “in use” blocks would
be defined to be those that have (over the history of the
structure, including crashes) been malloc-to-ed and not
subsequently free-from-ed. In a malloc/free allocator
with GC, “in use” blocks are defined to be those that are
reachable from a specified set of persistent roots. In this case,
the application and the allocator must agree on a tracing
mechanism that enumerates the reachable blocks. In the case
of conservative tracing it is conceivable that a block will appear to be reachable without ever having been allocated; by
treating such blocks as “in use,” we admit the possibility that
a crash will leak some memory. As in prior work [4], this
never compromises safety, and leaked blocks may often be
recovered in subsequent collections, if values erroneously
interpreted as references have changed.
Armed with this notion of correctness, we present what
we believe to be the first nonblocking recoverable allocator. Our system, Ralloc, is based on the (transient) LRMalloc of Leite and Rocha [28], which is in turn derived from
Michael’s nonblocking allocator [32]. Like LRMalloc, Ralloc
uses thread-local caching to fulfill most allocation and deallocation requests without synchronization. When it does need
to synchronize, it commonly issues two compare-and-swap
(CAS) instructions and a write-back & fence pair in malloc
or free. Most metadata needed for fast operation resides
only in transient memory (with no explicit writes-back required) and is reconstructed after a full-system crash. In the
event of a partial crash (e.g., due to a software bug outside
the allocator that takes down one of several cooperating

processes), memory may be leaked on a temporary basis: it
can be recovered via garbage collection in some subsequent
quiescent interval.
For type-unsafe languages like C and C++, Ralloc adopts
the conservative strategy of Boehm and Weiser [4]. To accelerate recovery, accommodate nonstandard pointer representations, and reduce the likelihood of erroneously unrecoverable blocks due to false positives during tracing, we introduce what we call filter functions—optional, user-provided
routines to enumerate the pointers in a given block.
To allow persistent structures to be mapped at different virtual addresses in different processes and at different
times, we use an offset-based pointer representation [8, 10]
to provide fully position-independent data. (Specifically, each
pointer stores the 64-bit signed offset of the target from the
pointer itself.) By contrast, several existing systems force
data to reside at the same address in all processes across all of
time [3, 50]; others expand the size of each pointer to 128 bits
for base-plus-offset addressing [38, 41]. The former approach
introduces an intractable bin-packing problem as application
needs evolve, and is incompatible with address space layout
randomization (ASLR) [44] for security; the latter introduces
space overhead and forces the use of a wide-compare-andswap (WCAS) for atomic updates.
Summarizing contributions:
• (Section 3) We introduce recoverability as the correctness
criterion for persistent allocators, eschewing unnecessary
ordering among allocator operations and preserving the
essential properties of conventional transient allocators
for a world with persistent memory.
• (Section 4) We introduce an allocator, Ralloc, that is fast,
nonblocking, and recoverable, and that provides a standard
API. Ralloc incorporates filter functions to enhance the
performance, generality, and accuracy of conservative
garbage collection. It also incorporates offset-based smart
pointers for fast position independence.
• (Section 5) We argue that Ralloc is both safe and live: it
never overlaps in-use blocks, it eventually reuses freed
blocks, it is lock-free, and it is recoverable.
• (Section 6) We present performance results confirming
that Ralloc scales well to large numbers of threads and
is performance competitive, on both allocation benchmarks and real applications, with both JEMalloc [15] and
Makalu [3].

2
2.1

System Model
Hardware and Operating System

We assume that NVM is attached to the system in parallel
with DRAM, and directly exposed to the operating system
(OS) as byte-addressable memory. This model matches (but
is not limited to) recent Intel machines, in which Optane
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DIMMs are configured in so-called App Direct mode [25].1
The OS, in turn, makes NVM available to applications
through a direct access (DAX) [40] mechanism in which
persistent memory segments have file system names and
can be mapped directly into user address spaces. DAX employs a variant of mmap that bypasses the traditional buffer
cache [9, 52–55]. Like traditional mmap-ed files, DAX consumes physical NVM on demand: a page of physical memory
is consumed only when it is accessed for the first time. This
feature allows the programmer to define memory segments
that are large enough to accommodate future growth, without worrying about space lost to internal fragmentation.
Some DAX operations (e.g., mmap) have effects that are entirely transient: they are undone implicitly on a system shutdown or crash. We assume that all others are failure atomic—
that is, the OS has been designed (via logging and boot-time
recovery) to ensure that they appear, after recovery, to have
happened in their entirety or not at all. By contrast, updates
to DAX files mapped into user-level programs are ordinary
memory loads and stores, filtered through volatile caches
that reorder writes-back during normal operation, and that
lose their contents on a full-system crash.
Applications that wish to ensure consistency after a crash
must generally employ special hardware instructions to control the order in which lines are written back to NVM. On
recent Intel processors [22, 40], the clflush instruction
evicts a line from all caches in the system, writes it back
to memory if dirty, and performs a store fence to ensure
that no subsequent store can occur before the write-back.
The clflushopt instruction does the same but without the
store fence; clwb performs the write-back without necessarily evicting or fencing. The latter two instructions can be
fenced explicitly with a subsequent sfence. In keeping with
standard (if somewhat inaccurate) usage in the literature, the
rest of this paper uses “flush” to indicate what will usually
be a clwb instruction, and uses “fence” for sfence.
We assume that a persistent data structure must, at the
very least, tolerate full system, fail-stop crashes, as might be
caused by power loss or the failure of a critical hardware
component. On such a crash, dirty data still in cache may be
lost, but writes-back at cache-line granularity will never be
torn, and there is no notion of Byzantine behavior.
More ambitiously, we wish to accommodate systems that
share data among mutually untrusting applications with independent failure modes. This stands in contrast to previous
projects, which have assumed that all threads sharing a given
persistent segment are part of a single application, and are
equally trusted. Recent work [19, 48] has shown that it is
possible, at reasonable cost, to amplify access rights when
calling into a protected library and to reduce those rights on

return. The OS, moreover, can arrange for any thread currently executing in a protected library to finish the current
operation cleanly in the event its process dies (assuming,
of course, that the library itself does not contain an error).
Applications that trust the library can then share data safely,
without worrying that, say, a memory safety error in another
application will compromise the data’s integrity. Protected
libraries have the potential to greatly increase performance,
by allowing a thread to perform an operation on shared memory directly, rather than using interprocess communication
to ask a server to perform the operation on its behalf. They
introduce the need to accommodate situations in which recovery from process crashes, if any, proceeds in parallel with
continued execution in other processes.
2.2

Runtime and Applications

We assume that every persistent data structure (or group of
related structures) resides in a persistent segment that has a
name in the DAX file system and can be mapped into contiguous virtual addresses in any program that wants to use it
(and that has appropriate file system rights). The goal of our
allocator is to manage dynamically allocated space within
such segments. We assume, when a structure is quiescent (no
operations active), that any useful block will be reachable
from some static set of persistent roots, found at the beginning of the segment. We further assume that the OS allows
a manager process to be associated with any segment that is
shared among applications, and that it notifies this manager
whenever a process sharing the segment has crashed (but
the system as a whole has not). Finally, we assume that an
application can tell when it is the first active user of any
given segment, allowing it to perform any needed recovery
from a full-system crash (if the segment was not cleanly
closed) and to start any needed manager process.
For all persistent data, we assume that application code
takes responsibility for durable linearizability [17, 24] or its
buffered variant. Durable linearizability requires that data
structure operations persist, in linearization order, before
returning to their callers. Buffered durable linearizability
relaxes this requirement to allow some completed operations
to be lost on a crash, so long as the overall state of the system
(after any post-crash recovery) reflects a consistent cut across
the happens-before order of data structure operations. Both
variants extend in a straightforward way to accommodate
fail-stop crashes of a nontrivial subset of the active threads.
They do not encompass cases in which a crashed thread
recovers and attempts to continue execution where it last
left off. New threads, however, may join the execution.
While some data structures may be designed specifically
for persistence and placed in libraries, the requisite level of
hand instrumentation is beyond most programmers. To facilitate more general use of persistence, several groups have developed libraries and, in some cases, compiler-based systems
to provide failure atomicity for programmer-delimited blocks

1 Intel

also supports an alternative Memory Mode, in which DRAM serves
as a hardware-managed cache for the larger but slower Optane memory,
whose persistence is ignored. We ignore this alternative in our work.
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of code. In some systems, these blocks are outermost lockbased critical sections, otherwise known as failure-atomic
sections (FASEs); examples in this camp include Atlas [6],
JUSTDO [23], and iDO [30]. In other systems, the atomic
blocks are transactions, which may be speculatively executed in parallel with one another; examples in this camp
include Mnemosyne [50], NV-Heaps [10], QSTM [1], and
OneFile [39]. Intel’s PMDK library [41] also provides a transactional interface, but solely for failure atomicity, not for
synchronization among concurrently active threads.

3

the way of allocator metadata needs to be saved consistently
to NVM. This observation transforms the central question
of persistent allocation from “how do we persist our malloc
and free operations?” to “how do we trace our data structures during recovery?”
But not all allocators are created equal. There are compelling reasons, we believe, why a persistent allocator should
employ nonblocking techniques. First, a blocking allocator
inherently compromises the progress of any otherwise nonblocking data structure that relies on it for memory management. Second, nonblocking algorithms dramatically simplify
the task of post-crash recovery, since execution can continue
from any reachable state of the structure (and the allocator).
Third, even if cross-application sharing employs a protected
library that arranges to complete all in-flight operations in
a dying process, the problem of priority inversion suggests
that a thread should never have to wait for progress in a
different protection domain.
Among existing transient allocators, the first nonblocking
implementation is due to Maged Michael [32]. It makes heavy
use of the CAS instruction in allocation and deallocation and
is noticeably slower than the fastest lock-based allocators.
The more recent LRMalloc of Leite and Rocha [28] uses
thread caching to reduce the use of CAS on its “fast path,” and
makes allocations and deallocations mostly synchronization
free. Other lock-free allocators include NBmalloc [18] and
SFMalloc [43]. Due to the complexity of their internal data
structures, these appear much harder to adapt to persistence;
our own work is based on LRMalloc.
Despite the development of nonblocking allocators, fast,
nonblocking concurrent (online) collection remains an open
research problem. We adopt the simplifying assumption that
crashes are rare (mean times to failure on the order of hours
to months) and that a blocking approach to GC will be acceptable in practice. It is clearly so in the wake of a fullsystem crash. In the event of partial (single-process) failures,
memory may leak temporarily. If the allocator identifies a
low-memory situation and knows that one or more processes
have crashed since GC was last performed, it can initiate a
stop-the-world collection.

Recoverability

Our allocator needs to be compatible with all the programming models described in the previous section. As described
in Section 1, it must also address the possibility that a crash
may occur after a block has been allocated but before it has
been made reachable from any persistent root—or after it has
been detached from its root but before it has been reclaimed.
Rather than force these combinations to persist atomically,
together, we rely on post-crash garbage collection to recover
any memory that leaks. While GC-based systems require
a mechanism to trace the set of in-use blocks, they have
compelling advantages. Use of a standard API avoids the
need to specify attachment points in calls to malloc-to and
free-from; it also facilitates porting of existing code. More
importantly, the garbage collector’s ability to reconstruct
the state of the heap after a crash avoids the ongoing cost of
flushing and fencing both allocator metadata and, for nonblocking structures, the limbo lists used for safe memory
reclamation [16, 31, 51].
We say that a persistent allocator is recoverable if, in the
wake of a crash, it is able to bring its metadata to a state
in which all and only the “in use” blocks are allocated. For
applications using the malloc-to/free-from API, “in use”
blocks can be defined to be those that have (over the history
of the structure, including crashes) been malloc-to-ed and
not subsequently free-from-ed. In a malloc/free allocator with GC, we define “in use” blocks to be those that are
reachable from the persistent roots. The notion of reachability, in turn, requires a mechanism to identify the pointers in
each node of the data structure, so that nodes can be traced
recursively. If the identification mechanism is conservative,
then some blocks that were never actually allocated prior to
a crash may be considered to be “in use” after recovery.
We observe that, given an appropriate tracing mechanism,
almost any correct, transient memory allocator can be made
recoverable under a full-system-crash failure model. During
normal operation, no block will be leaked or used for more
than one purpose simultaneously; in the wake of a crash, a
fresh copy of the allocator can be reinitialized to reflect the
enumerated set of in-use blocks. (In a type-safe language, the
reinitialization process may also perform compaction. This
is not possible with conservative collection.) Very little in

4

Ralloc

From LRMalloc, Ralloc inherits the notion of thread-local
caches of free blocks; allocations and deallocations move
blocks from and to these caches in most cases, avoiding
synchronization. The rare cases that require synchronization
typically entail only two CAS instructions.
In adapting LRMalloc to persistence, we introduce four
principal innovations:
1. We rely on the fact that all blocks in a given superblock
(major segment of the heap) are of identical size to avoid
the need to persistently maintain a size field in blocks.
Instead, we persist the common size during superblock
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it in DAX mode, initialize the metadata, and return false.
A clean restart will remap persistent heap to the address
space and also return false. A dirty restart will re-map the
heap and return true, indicating that recovery is needed. If
the application receives true from init(), it will need to
call recover() (after calling getRoot<T>()—see below) to
invoke the offline recovery routine and reconstruct metadata.
It is the programmer’s responsibility to provide a sufficiently large size to init(). If space runs out, calls to
malloc() will fail (return null). Resizing currently requires
an allocator restart and an init() call with a larger size. As
a practical matter, resizing only changes the first word of the
superblock region and calls mmap with a larger size; no data
rearrangement is required.
At the end of application execution, close() should be
called to gracefully exit the allocator. In the process, any
blocks held in thread-local caches will be returned to their
superblocks, and the persistent heap will be written back to
NVM for fast restart.
The functions used for allocation and deallocation are similar to the traditional malloc() and free(). Allocation and
deallocation requests are segregated by size class. Most requests are fulfilled from thread-local caches of blocks of each
size class, avoiding synchronization. If the relevant cache
is empty, Ralloc either fetches a partially used superblock (a
chunk of blocks in the same size) from the partial list of the
size class, or fetches a free superblock from the superblock
free list. Both lists are accessible to all threads. All free blocks
in a fetched superblock will be pushed into the thread-local
cache. If the cache becomes too full as a result of deallocation,
blocks will be returned to their superblocks, which may then
appear in a partial list. Additional implementation details
appear in Section 4.4.
In support of garbage collection, Ralloc maintains a set of
persistent roots for data structures found in the heap. These
serve as the starting points for tracing. The setRoot() and
getRoot<T>() routines are used to store and retrieve these
roots, respectively. In C++, getRoot<T>() is generic in the
type T of the root; as a side effect, it associates with the
root a pointer to the T specialization (if any) of the GC filter function (Section 4.5.1), avoiding the need for positionindependent function pointers. When init() returns true,
the application should call getRoot<T>() for each persistent root before it calls recover().

Class Ralloc
Function init (string path, int size) : bool
// create or remap heap in path
// size of superblock region
// return true if heap files exist

3

Function recover () : bool
// issue offline GC if it is restart
// return true if heap was dirty

4

Function close () : void
// give back cached blocks and flush heap
// set heap as not dirty

5

Function malloc (int size) : void*
// allocate size bytes
// return address of allocated block

6

Function free (void* ptr) : void

7

Function setRoot (void* ptr, int i) : void

8

Function getRoot <T > (int i) : T*

// deallocate ptr
// set ptr to be root i
// update root type info
// return address of root i

Figure 1. API for Ralloc.
allocation, which is rare. In the typical malloc operation,
nothing needs to be written back to memory explicitly.
2. To improve the speed, accuracy, and generality of conservative garbage collection, we introduce the notion of
filter functions. These serve to enumerate the references
found in a given block, for use during trace-based collection. In the absence of a user-provided filter function,
we conservatively assume that every 64-bit aligned bit
pattern is a potential reference.
3. We reorganize LRMalloc’s data into three respectively
contiguous regions, and utilize the major (superblock)
region in increasing order of virtual address as demand
increases. This strategy ensures that physical pages will
be allocated lazily by the operating system.
4. To allow a persistent heap to be mapped at different addresses in different applications (or instances of the same
application over time), we use an offset-based pointer representation [8, 10] for Ralloc’s metadata references, and
encourage applications to do the same for data structure
pointers. The result can aptly be described as positionindependent data. In our code base, offsets are implemented as C++ smart pointers.
4.1

4.2

Data Structures

A Ralloc heap comprises a superblock region, a descriptor region, and a metadata region, all of which lie in NVM (Figure 2).
Only the fields shown in bold are flushed and fenced explicitly online. (All fields are eventually written back implicitly,
of course, allowing quick restart after a clean shutdown.)
The three regions are respectively mapped into the address
space of the application. The superblock region, which is by
far the largest of the three, begins with an indication of its

API

The API of Ralloc is shown in Figure 1. Function init()
must be called to initialize Ralloc prior to using it. This function checks the persistent heap referenced by the parameter
path to determine whether this is a fresh start, a clean restart
without unaddressed failure, or a dirty restart from a crash.
A fresh start will create the persistent heap on NVM, map
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Block
Index

Superblock Region

index of the first block on the block free list, the number of
free blocks, and the state of the corresponding superblock.
The state is one of EMPTY, PARTIAL, or FULL, meaning the
superblock is entirely free, partially allocated, or fully allocated. The size class field indicates which of several standard
sizes is being used for blocks in the superblock, or 0 if the
superblock comprises a single block that is larger than any
standard size. The block size field indicates the size of each
block in this superblock, either fetched from a size class or
set to the actual size of a large block during allocation. When
the superblock of this descriptor is in the superblock free list
or a partial list, one of the descriptor’s pointer fields is set to
the next node in the list.
The size class field (and also block size if it is a large block)
has to be persisted before a superblock is used for allocation,
because Ralloc needs the size information of every reachable
block to recover metadata after a crash.
The metadata region holds the portion of Ralloc’s metadata, other than descriptors, that is needed on a clean restart.
Unlike LRMalloc, which always calls munmap() to give
empty superblocks back to the OS, Ralloc implements a superblock free list. This list is a lock-free LIFO list (a Treiber
stack [46]) of descriptors, linked through their next free node
fields. Given the 1-to-1 correspondence between superblocks
and descriptors, Ralloc finds a free superblock easily given a
pointer to its descriptor.
Persistent roots point to the external entry points of persistent data structures in the superblock region. They comprise
the starting points for tracing during garbage collection: only
blocks identified as potentially reachable from the roots will
be preserved; all other blocks will be identified as not in use.
In our current implementation, a metadata region contains
1024 roots; applications can initialize as many of these as
required for a given set of data structures.
Our current implementation supports 39 different size
classes, supporting blocks that range from 8 to 14 K bytes [28].
A 40th class (number 0) supports blocks that are larger than
those of any standard class. Each superblock holds blocks of
exactly one class. Each size class metadata record contains
the block size and a partial list; elements on this LIFO lists are
descriptors (linked through their next partial node fields) for
partially filled superblocks whose blocks are of the given size
class. The heads of both the partial lists and the superblock
free list have 34 bits devoted to a counter (a benefit of the
persistent pointers discussed in Section 4.6 below) to avoid
the ABA problem [42, Sec. 2.3.1].
Ralloc uses a dirty indicator, implemented as a “robust”
pthread_mutex_t [45], to indicate whether it is necessary
to perform recovery before using the allocator. Every time a
process starts or restarts a Ralloc heap, Ralloc tries to lock
the mutex. If it fails with error code EOWNERDEAD, meaning
that the previously owning thread terminated with the mutex locked, then the allocator was not cleanly shut down.

Next Free
Block

0 (allocated)

size

used

sb

sb

sb

sb

sb

sb

1
2
… …

……

n (allocated)

Descriptor Region
avail idx

desc

desc

desc

desc

desc

desc

#free

Size Class

Next Free Node
Next Partial Node

……

Metadata Region

desc

desc

cnt

Block Size: 8

Partial List

…

desc

Size Class 0

Size Class 1
Superblock Free List

state

Block Size

cnt

(for large allocations)

Block Size: 0
Partial List: NULL

Persistent Roots
Size Class 39
Size Classes

...

Block Size: 14K

Partial List

cnt

Dirty Indicator
desc

desc

…

desc

Figure 2. Superblock, Descriptor, and Metadata Regions.
Variables written back explicitly online are bold.
maximum size, which is set at initialization time and never
changed. A second word indicates the size of the prefix that is
currently in use. The descriptor region is always allocated at
its maximum size of size/1024 (a superblock is 64 KB whereas
a descriptor is 64 B). The metadata region has a fixed size,
dependent on the number of size classes, but not on the size
of the heap.
The superblock region holds the actual data of the heap.
After the initial size and used words, it holds an array of
superblocks, each of which comprises an array of blocks. All
blocks in a given superblock belong to the same size class. If
a block is free (not in use), its first word contains a pointer
to the next free block, if any, in the same superblock.
A descriptor describes a superblock, and is the locus of
synchronization on that superblock. Each descriptor is 32 B
in size, padded out to a 64 B cache line. Within a given heap,
the 𝑖-th descriptor corresponds to the 𝑖-th superblock, allowing either to be found using simple bit manipulation given
the location of the other. Each descriptor contains five fields:
a 64 b anchor, a size class index, a block size, and two optional
pointers to form the superblock free list and a partial list. The
anchor, which is updated atomically with CAS, indicates the
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During a normal exit, after all metadata has been written back to NVM, the mutex is unlocked. Since a robust
pthread_mutex_t records failure for only a single application, we will need to extend this mechanism to accommodate
independent failures of processes sharing a heap; more on
this in Section 4.5.2.
In addition to its three persistent regions, Ralloc maintains
transient thread-local caches of blocks of each size class. In
the event of a crash, all record of blocks held in threadlocal caches will be lost, and must be recovered via garbage
collection. On a clean shutdown, the thread-local caches are
naturally empty.
Superblocks, descriptors, size classes, partial lists, and
thread-local caches are all inherited from LRMalloc. Ralloc
reorganizes them into three contiguous regions; adds persistent roots, the superblock free list, and the dirty indicator;
links descriptors rather than superblocks in partial lists; and
persists the necessary fields.
4.3

to the superblock free list. A descriptor that is changed from
PARTIAL to EMPTY will be retired, later, when it is fetched
from the partial list.
Allocation and deallocation routines for small objects are
inherited largely from LRMalloc. Given space constraints,
the code is not shown here; it differs from the original mainly
in the addition of flush and fence instructions needed to persist the fields shown in bold in Figure 2. Large objects see
a bit more change in the code. In LRMalloc, any allocation
over 14 KB is fulfilled directly by mmap at an arbitrary virtual
address. This approach is not applicable in Ralloc because
all of our allocations must lie in the same persistent segment
(i.e., the superblock region). Ralloc therefore rounds the size
of a large allocation up to a multiple of the superblock size
(64 KB) and allocates it by expanding the used space in the
superblock region. The size is persistently stored in the first
corresponding descriptor. Although this approach may introduce some external memory fragmentation, we consider
it acceptable if large allocations are rare. Ralloc with mostly
small allocations has no external fragmentation and little
internal fragmentation.
When a large block is deallocated, it is split into its
constituent superblocks, which are then pushed to the superblock free list. Both allocation and deallocation, for both
small and large objects, are lock-free operations. Updates to
persistent fields (those shown in bold in Figure 2) are flushed
and fenced to enable post-crash recovery. Other fields are
reconstructed during recovery.

Persistent Region Management

In order to limit the length of the superblock free list, initially only 1 GB of a heap’s superblock region is included.
More superblocks are made available on demand until the
heap reaches the size limit specified in the most recent call to
init(). Within the specified limit, Ralloc obtains more space
by CAS-ing a larger number into the used field (with an explicit flush and fence). This update happens inside malloc
either when no superblock is available or when a large allocation request is made. Subsequent initialization with a
smaller size will trigger an exception.
4.4

4.5

Recovery

Recovery employs a tracing garbage collector to identify
all blocks that are reachable from the specified persistent
roots. Because the sizes of all blocks are determined by their
superblock (whose size field is persisted), it is easy to tell how
much memory is rendered reachable by any given pointer
(pointers to fields within a block are not supported). After GC,
all metadata is reconstructed. In a bit more detail, recovery
comprises the following steps:
1. Remap persistent regions to memory.
2. Initialize thread-local caches as empty.
3. Initialize empty superblock free and partial lists.
4. Set the filter function for each persistent root.
5. Trace all blocks reachable from persistent roots and put
their addresses in a transient set.
6. Scan superblock region and keep only traced blocks.
7. Update each descriptor accordingly.
8. Reconstruct the partial list in each size class.
9. Reconstruct the superblock free list.
10. Flush the three persistent regions and issue a fence.

Allocation and Deallocation

Allocation requests for “small” objects (14 KB or less) are segregated by size class. The appropriate thread-local cache is
typically not empty, allowing the request to be fulfilled without any synchronization. An empty thread-local cache will
be refilled before satisfying the allocation request. The refill
operation grabs all available blocks in a partial superblock,
or all blocks in a new superblock if the partial list is empty.
The anchor in the corresponding descriptor is updated with
a CAS to indicate the change. If a new superblock is needed
but the superblock free list is empty, that list is refilled by expanding the used space of the superblock region. Our current
implementation performs such expansion in 1 GB increments.
We did not observe significant changes in performance with
larger or smaller expansion sizes.
When a small object is being deallocated, its descriptor is
found via bit manipulation. Ralloc determines its size class
from the descriptor. If the thread-local cache is not full, then
the freed block is simply added to the cache. Otherwise, all
of the blocks in the cache are first pushed back to the block
free list(s) of their respective superblock(s). A descriptor
changed from FULL to PARTIAL is pushed to the partial list; a
descriptor changed from FULL to EMPTY is retired and pushed

Steps 1–3 are done in init(). Step 4 is done when
getRoot<T>() is called for each persistent root. Steps 5–
10 are done in recover(). When init() is called, the dirty
indicator (see Section 4.2) is reinitialized and set dirty until
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Class Ralloc
. . . // functions mentioned in API and metadata
roots : Persistent roots ;
rootsFunc : Functions for persistent roots ;
Function getRoot <T > (int i) : T*
rootsFunc[i ] =
Lambda [ ] (void* p , GC& gc) : void
gc.visit <T >(p);

1
2
3
4
5

23
24
25
26
27

return roots[i ] ;

Figure 3 shows the basic variables and functions related to
filter GC. The basic principle is that, when getRoot <>() is
called after init() but before recover(), its type (obtained
via template instantiation) is recorded in the transient array
rootsFunc, in the form of a lambda expression that calls
the visit<T>() function. Then in recover(), collect()
traces all reachable blocks by calling visit<T>() iteratively from persistent roots until no more new blocks are
found. Each visit<T>() function marks its block as reachable and then calls filter<T>(), which is assumed to call
visit<U>() for each pointer of type U in the block.
For each type U used for persistent data, the programmer
is encouraged to provide a corresponding filter<U>(). Figure 4 presents an example filter for binary tree nodes. If no
filter<U>() has been specialized, the default conservative
filter, defined in Figure 3, is called instead.
While the implementation shown here utilizes C++ templates, filter functions are easily adapted to pure C by arranging for visit() and getRoot() to take a pointer to
the appropriate filter function as an extra parameter, and for
filter functions themselves to pass the appropriate function
pointer in each of their calls to visit().
Note that the function pointers used in GC are reestablished in each execution, avoiding any complications due
to recompilation or address space layout randomization
(ASLR) [44]. Mechanisms to tag persistent roots with persistent type information are a potential topic for future work.

Class GC
visitedBlk : Set of visited blocks ;
pendingBlk : Stack of pending blocks to be visited ;
pendingFunc : Stack of functions of pending blocks ;
Function visit <T > (T* ptr) : void
if ptr ∈ superblock region and ptr ∉ visitedBlk then
insert ptr to visitedBlk ;
push ptr to pendingBlk ;
push Lambda [ ] (void* p, GC& gc) : void
gc.filter <T >(p);
to pendingFunc ;
Function filter <T > (T* ptr) : void
get descriptor desc of ptr ;
read block size size from desc ; // 0 if invalid
for i = 0 to size −1 by alignof(pptr<>) do
read potential pointer curr at offset i in *ptr ;
visit(curr);
Function collect () : void
// To get the set of reachable blocks

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Function filter (TreeNode* ptr) : void
visit(ptr→left); visit(ptr→right);

Figure 4. Example of a filter function for binary tree nodes.

// Default conservative filter function
22

Class TreeNode
. . . // content fields
left, right : TreeNode* ;

for i = 0 to max root do
if roots[i] ≠ NULL then
rootsFunc[i](roots[i], *this) ;
while pendingBlk ≠ ∅ do
pop func from pendingFunc;
pop blk from pendingBlk;
func(blk, *this) ;

4.5.2 Sharing Across Processes. The mechanisms described above suffice to manage a persistent heap that is
used by one application at a time. While this application
may be multithreaded, its threads all live and die together.
If we wish to allow a heap to be shared by threads in different processes—either with mutual trust or via protected
libraries [19]—we must address a pair of problems. While
neither is addressed in our current implementation, solutions
appear straightforward.
First, if a heap in a newly rebooted system may be mapped
into more than one process concurrently, we need a mechanism to determine which of these processes is responsible
for recovery. While several strategies are possible, perhaps
the simplest assigns this task to a dedicated manager process.
Such a process could be launched by any application that
calls init() on a currently inactive segment.
Second, we must consider the possibility that a process
may crash (due to a software bug or signal) while others

Figure 3. Filtered garbage collection.
a call to close(); any crash that happens in the recovery
steps leaves the allocator dirty.
4.5.1 Filter Garbage Collection. Precise GC, of course,
is impossible in C and C++, due to the absence of type safety.
Conservative collection admits the possibility that some 64 b
value will erroneously appear to point to a garbage block,
resulting in a block that appears to be in use, despite the
fact that it was not allocated (or was freed) during pre-crash
execution—in effect, a memory leak. Arguably worse, conservative collection is incompatible with pointer tagging and
other nonstandard representations. Filter functions serve to
address these limitations.
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continue to use the heap. While nonblocking allocation ensures that the heap will remain usable and consistent, blocks
may leak for the same reasons as in a full-system crash:
they may be allocated but not yet attached, detached but
not yet deallocated, held in a per-thread cache, or held in a
limbo list awaiting safe reclamation. Given our reliance on
post-crash garbage collection, these blocks can be recovered
only by tracing from persistent roots. As indicated at the
end of Section 3, we assume that crashes are rare and that it
will be acceptable to implement blocking, “stop-the-world”
collection when they occur. A likely implementation would
employ a failure detector provided by the operating system
and fielded by the manager process mentioned above. In
the wake of a single-process crash, the manager could initiate stop-the-world collection using a quiescence mechanism
adapted from asymmetric locking [49].
4.6

a target in the current region. Three other values can be
used to indicate a based pointer for the metadata, descriptor, or superblock region of the segment. Ralloc records the
base address of regions during initialization, allowing it to
look up these addresses while converting a region-specific
pointer to an absolute address. Note that based pointers are
never needed by application programmers; they appear only
within the code of Ralloc itself.
Given a hard limit on the size of a superblock region (currently 1 TB), Ralloc is able to repurpose some of the bits in a
64 b pptr. As noted in Section 4.2, part of each list head is
used for an anti-ABA counter. For an off-holder, the unused
bits hold an arbitrary uncommon pattern that is masked
away during use; this convention serves to reduce the likelihood that frequently-occurring integer constants will be
mistaken for off-holders during conservative post-crash GC.
The pptr implementation does not currently support general cross-heap references. Among our near-term plans is
to implement a Region ID in Value (RIV) [8] variant of pptr,
retaining the smart pointer interface and the size of 64 bits.

Position Independence

There are several reasons not to implement pointers as absolute virtual addresses in persistent memory. If an application
uses more than one independent persistent data structure,
the addresses of those structures will need to be distinct. If
new applications can be designed to use arbitrary existing
structures, then every such structure would need to have
a globally unique address range, suggesting the need for
global management and interfering with security strategies
like ASLR.
One option, employed by our earlier work on InterWeave [7], is to explicitly relocate a heap when it is first
mapped into memory, “swizzling” pointers as necessary. Unfortunately, this approach requires precise type information
and still requires that all concurrent users map a heap at the
same virtual address.
Some systems (e.g., PMDK [41]) use offsets from the beginning of a destination segment rather than absolute addresses,
and specify the ⟨base, offset⟩ pair in 128 bits. This based
pointer convention requires that the starting address of the
segment be available (e.g., in a reserved register) in order to
convert a persistent pointer to a virtual address. An attractive alternative, used by NV-Heaps [10] is to calculate the
offset not from the beginning of the segment but from the
location of the pointer itself, since that location is certain to
be conveniently available when storing to or loading from it.
Chen et al. [8] call such offset-based pointers off-holders.
We implement off-holders as 64-bit pptr<T> smart pointers in C++, and instruct programmers to use them instead
T* pointers. All of the usual pointer operations work as one
would expect, with no additional source-code changes. Chen
et al. [8] report overheads for this technique of less than 10%.
For cross-region metadata pointers within the same instance of Ralloc (e.g., persistent roots that reside in the metadata region and point to the superblock region), pptr takes
an optional template parameter as the index of a region. The
default value indicates that this is an off-holder pointing to

5

Correctness

During crash-free execution, LRMalloc is both safe and
live: blocks that are concurrently in use (malloced and not
yet freed) are always disjoint (no conflicts), and blocks that
are freed are eventually available for reuse (no leaks). We argue that Ralloc preserves these properties, and is additionally
lock free and recoverable.
Theorem 5.1 (Overlap freedom). Ralloc does not overlap
any in-use blocks.
Proof sketch. This property is essentially inherited from LRMalloc. All small allocations are eventually fulfilled from
thread-local caches, which are recharged by removing superblocks from the global free and partial lists. Large allocations, likewise, are fulfilled with entire superblocks, obtained
using CAS to update the used size field. Only the CASing
thread has the right to allocate from the new superblocks.
The global lists are lock-free Treiber stacks [46]. Only one
thread at a time—the one that removes a superblock from a
global list—can allocate from the superblock. Expansion of
the heap (to create new superblocks) likewise happens in a
single thread, using CAS to update the used size field.
Small blocks in separate superblocks are disjoint, as are
blocks within a given superblock. The blocks that tile a
superblock change size only when the superblock cycles
through the free list; the superblocks that comprise a large
allocation likewise cycle through the free list. Thus blocks
of different sizes that overlap in space never overlap in time.
A thread that cannot allocate from a given superblock may
still deallocate blocks, but the free list within the superblock
again functions as a Treiber stack, with competing operations mediated by CASes on the anchor of the corresponding
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descriptor. These observations imply that allocations of the
same block never overlap in time.
□

Proof sketch. The only unbounded loops in Ralloc occur in
the Treiber-stack–like operations on the superblock free and
partial lists and the free lists of individual superblocks, and
in operations on anchors and the used size field. In all cases,
the failure of a CAS that triggers a repeat of a loop always
indicates that another thread has made forward progress.
Significantly, there are no explicit system calls (e.g., to
mmap) inside Ralloc’s allocation and deallocation routines.
We assume that implicit OS operations, such as those related
to demand paging and scheduling, always return within
a reasonable time; we do not consider them as sources of
blocking in Ralloc.
□

Theorem 5.2 (Leakage freedom). Freed blocks in Ralloc
eventually become available for reuse.
Proof sketch. Reasoning here is straightforward. Small
blocks, when deallocated, are returned to the thread-local
cache. Superblocks are returned to global partial lists or (if
EMPTY) to the global free list when the thread-local cache
is too large, or when a large block is deallocated. In either
case, deallocated blocks are available for reuse (typically by
the same thread; sometimes by any thread) as soon as free
returns. Exactly when reuse will occur, of course, depends
on the pattern, across threads, of future calls to malloc and
free. Note that safe memory reclamation [31, 51], if any, is
layered on top of free: the Ralloc operation is invoked not
at retirement, but at eventual reclamation.
□

6
6.1

Experiments
Setup

We ran all tests on Linux 5.3.7 (Fedora 30), on a machine with
two Intel Xeon Gold 6230 processors, each with 20 physical
cores and 40 hyperthreads. Threads were first pinned one
per core in the first socket, then on the extra hyperthreads,
and finally on the second socket. All experiments were conducted on 6 channels of 128 GB Optane DIMMs, all in the
first socket’s NUMA domain. Persistent allocators ran on
an EXT4-DAX filesystem built on NVM; transient allocators
ran directly on raw NVM [25].
We compared Ralloc to representative persistent and transient allocators including Makalu [20], libpmemobj-1.6 from
PMDK [41], JEMalloc [15], and LRMalloc [28] (Ralloc without flush and fence). Since all benchmarks and applications in our experiments used malloc/free, for PMDK’s
malloc-to/free-from interface we had to create a local
dummy variable to hold the pointer for easy integration. For
all tests we report the average of three trials. The source code
for Ralloc is available at https://github.com/qtcwt/ralloc.

Theorem 5.3 (Recoverability). Ralloc is recoverable.
Recall that an allocator is recoverable if it ensures, in the
wake of post-crash recovery, that the metadata of the allocator will indicate that all and only the “in use” blocks are
allocated. For Ralloc, “in use” blocks are defined to be those
that are reachable from a specified set of persistent roots. In
support of this definition, Ralloc assumes that the application
follows certain rules. Specifically:
1. It is (buffered) durably linearizable (Ralloc does not transform a transient application to be persistent).
2. It registers persistent roots in such a way that all blocks
it will ever attach in the future will be reachable.
3. It eventually attaches every allocated block to the structure to make it reachable.
4. It eventually calls free for every detached block.
5. It specializes a filter function for any block whose internal pointers are not 64-bit aligned pptrs.

6.2

Proof sketch. These rules ensure that the application never
leaks blocks during crash-free operation (rules 3 and 4), and
that it enables GC-based recovery (rules 2 and 5). The size
information of any in-use block in a descriptor is safely
available to recovery via the size class and block size
persistent fields. Assuming that pointers in types without
specialized filter functions are always aligned and in pptr
format, Ralloc’s garbage collection, with or without specialized filter functions, is guaranteed to find all in-use blocks
by tracing from the persistent roots. Having identified these
blocks, Ralloc re-initializes its metadata accordingly, updating each descriptor and reconstructing free lists and partial
lists. By the end of the recovery, all and only the in-use
blocks are allocated (where “in use” is defined to include all
blocks found by the collector, even if they were not actually
malloced during pre-crash execution).
□

Benchmarks

Our initial evaluation employed four well known allocator
workloads.
Threadtest, introduced with the Hoard allocator [2], allocates and deallocates a large number of objects without
any sharing or synchronization between threads. In every
iteration of the test, each thread allocates and deallocates
105 64-byte objects; our experiment comprises 104 iterations.
Shbench [34] is designed as an allocator stress test.
Threads allocate and deallocate many objects, of sizes that
vary from 64 to 400 bytes (the largest of Makalu’s “small”
allocation sizes), with smaller objects being allocated more
frequently. Our experiment comprises 105 iterations.
Larson [26] simulates a behavior called “bleeding” in
which some of the objects allocated by one thread are left
to be freed by another thread. This test spawns 𝑡 threads
that randomly allocate and deallocate 103 objects in each
iteration, ranging in size from 64 to 400 bytes. After 104 iterations, each thread creates a new thread that starts with

Theorem 5.4 (Liveness). Ralloc is lock free during crashfree execution.
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Figure 5. Performance (log2 scaled). Each socket has a total of 20 two-way hyperthreaded cores.
the leftover objects and repeats the same procedure. Our
experiment runs this pattern for 30 seconds.
Prod-con is a local re-implementation of a test originally
devised for Makalu [3]. It is meant to assess performance
under a producer-consumer workload. The test spawns 𝑡/2
pairs of threads and assigns a lock-free M&S queue [33] to
each pair. One thread in each pair allocates 107 · 2/𝑡 64 B
objects and pushes pointers to them into the queue; the
other thread concurrently pops pointers from the queue and
deallocates the objects.
Performance results appear in Figures 5a–5d. In many
cases, curves change shape (generally for the worse) at 20
and 40 threads, as execution moves onto sister hyperthreads
and the second socket, respectively. The 20-thread inflection point presumably reflects competition for cache and
pipeline resources, the 40-thread inflection point the cost
of cross-socket communication. Overall, Ralloc outperforms
and scales better than PMDK and Makalu on all benchmarks,
and is close to JEMalloc for low thread counts. Makalu, however, usually stops scaling before 20 threads.
On Threadtest and Shbench, Ralloc performs around 10×
faster than Makalu and PMDK, presumably because the earlier systems must log and flush multiple words in synchronized allocator operations, while Ralloc needs no logging
at all, and flushes only occasionally—and then only a single
word (the block size during superblock allocation).
On Larson, Ralloc performs up to 37× faster than Makalu.
We attribute this to Makalu’s lack of robustness for large
numbers of threads. We have also (results not shown) tested
the allocators on Larson with a wider range of sizes (64–2048

bytes, the largest “medium” allocation size in Makalu). In
this test Makalu stopped scaling after only 2 threads, and
performed up to 100× slower than Ralloc (1 M versus 100 M
at 16 threads). This may suggest that “medium” allocations
severely compromise Makalu’s scalability.
On Prod-con, Ralloc’s performance is close to that of
Makalu for low thread counts, but afterwards scales better. This is because most of the time for low thread counts is
spent synchronizing on the M&S queues, hiding the difference in allocation overhead.
6.3

Application Tests

We also tested Ralloc on a persistent version of Vacation and
a local version of Memcached. Vacation (from the STAMP
suite [5]) is a simulated online transaction processing system, whose internal “database” is implemented as a set of
red-black trees. We obtained the code for this experiment,
along with that of the Mnemosyne [50] persistent transaction system, from the University of Wisconsin’s WHISPER
suite [35]. Memcached [29] is a widely used in-memory keyvalue store. We modified it to function as a library rather
than a stand-alone server: instead of sending requests over a
socket, the client application makes direct function calls into
the key-value code, much as it would in a library database
like Silo [47]. Our version of memcached can also be shared
safely between applications using the Hodor protected library system [19]; to focus our attention on allocator performance, we chose not to enable protection on library calls for
the experiments reported here.
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appear in Figure 6. As expected, recovery time is linear in
the number of reachable blocks. Per-node time is higher in
the case of the tree, presumably due to poorer cache locality. After recovery, the application was able to restore the
structure correctly in all cases, and to continue performing
operations without error.
We were unable to run Makalu’s recovery routine in our
local environment. Our recovery experiment, however, is
similar to the one reported by Makalu’s creators [3]. According to their paper, Makalu takes around 1 second, parallelized
on 6 threads across persistent roots, to recover a collection of
Treiber stacks when the longest chain is 50 K nodes and the
data left in the heap is 1563 MB. Ralloc, on the other hand,
takes about 17.5 seconds, single-threaded, to recover one
Treiber stack of 50 M nodes, with 3052 MB left in the heap.
These data suggest that Ralloc does not incur dramatically
higher recovery cost than Makalu.
While we currently run recovery on a single thread, it
would be straightforward in the procedure of Section 4.5 to
parallelize Step 5 across persistent roots and Steps 6–9 across
superblocks; we leave this to future work.
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Figure 6. GC Time Consumption.
The Vacation test employs a total of 16384 “relations” in
its red-black trees. Each transaction comprises 5 queries, and
the 106 transactions performed by each test target 90% of the
relations. All queries are to create new reservations. Given
that the code had been modified explicitly for persistence, we
tested only the persistent allocators, which exclude LRMalloc
and JEMalloc, but include Mnemosyne’s built-in allocator, a
persistent hybrid of Hoard [2] and DLMalloc [27].
The Memcached test runs the Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) [13], configured to be write dominant
(workload A [12] with 50% reads and 50% updates). In total,
5 M operations were executed on 1 M records.
Application performance results appear in Figures 5e
and 5f. Results on Vacation resemble those of the allocator benchmarks: Ralloc scales better than other persistent
allocators, and performs fastest for all sampled thread counts.
Memcached tells a slightly more interesting story: Performance is relatively flat up to 40 threads, with Ralloc outperforming both Makalu and PMDK. Performance deteriorates
with the cost of cross-socket communication, however, and
Makalu gains a performance edge, outperforming Ralloc by
up to 7% at 62 threads. Our best explanation is that Makalu
provides slightly better locality for applications with a large
memory footprint. In particular, instead of transferring an
over-full thread-local free list (cache) back to a central pool
in its entirety, as Ralloc does, Makalu returns only half, allowing the local thread to continue to allocate from the portion
that remains.
On memcached’s read-dominant workload (workload
B [12] with 95% reads and 5% updates—not shown here),
Ralloc continues to outperform Makalu by a small amount at
all thread counts. The curves are otherwise similar to those
in Figure 5f.
6.4

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the notion of recoverability as a
correctness criterion for persistent memory allocators. Building on the (transient) LRMalloc nonblocking allocator, we
then presented Ralloc, which we believe to be the first recoverable lock-free allocator for persistent memory.
As part of Ralloc, we introduced the notion of filter functions, which allow a programmer to refine the behavior of
conservative garbage collection without relying on compiler
support or per-block prefixing [11]. We believe that filter
functions may be a useful mechanism in other (e.g., transient)
conservative garbage collectors.
Using recovery-time garbage collection, Ralloc is able to
achieve recoverability with almost no run-time overhead
during crash-free execution. By using offset-based pointers,
Ralloc supports position-independent data for flexible sharing
across executions and among concurrent processes.
Experimental results show that Ralloc matches or exceeds
the performance of Makalu, the state-of-the-art lock-based
persistent allocator, and is competitive with the well-known
JEMalloc transient allocator. Near-term plans include the
addition of general cross-heap persistent pointers, integration with persistent libraries [19], parallelized and optimized
recovery, and detection and (stop-the-world) recovery for independent process failures. Longer term, we plan to explore
online recovery.

Recovery

In a final series of experiments, we measured the cost of Ralloc’s recovery procedure by running an application without
calling close() at the end, thereby triggering recovery at
the start of a subsequent run.
We inserted random key-value pairs into a lock-free
Treiber stack [46] in one experiment and, in the other, into
the nonblocking binary search tree of Natarajan and Mittal [36]. The size of nodes in both is 64 B. We recorded recovery time for varying numbers of reachable blocks; results
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